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Projected sites

2014: Abila

2015: Umm el-Jimal
What kind of *raw data*?

material culture

particularly *small finds* (pottery sherds, metal fragments...)
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What kind of *raw data*?

spatial and nonspatial data

vectors

*3D-points*

qualitative and quantitative attributes

*tables* (numeric, text)

*total of finds, time, direction, visibility, fabric...*
method

tract survey | adaptive fields
example: 1 field, 4 plots, 3 tracts

6000 m² → 1200 m²
20% COVERAGE
intensive systematic Hinterland-survey Umm-el-Jimal 2015
Field | Plots | Tracts
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sampling process (Abila 2014)
bagging (Abila 2014)

tract form